Neuroimaging studies investigating human object recognition have largely focused on a relatively 18 small number of object categories, in particular, faces, bodies, scenes, and vehicles. More recent 19 studies have taken a broader focus, investigating hypothesised dichotomies, for example animate 20 versus inanimate, and continuous feature dimensions, such as biologically similarity. These studies 21 typically have used stimuli that are clearly identified as animate or inanimate, neglecting objects 22 that may not fit into this dichotomy. We generated a novel stimulus set including standard objects 23 and objects that blur the animate-inanimate dichotomy, for example robots and toy animals. We 24 used MEG time-series decoding to study the brain's emerging representation of these objects. Our 25 analysis examined contemporary models of object coding such as dichotomous animacy, as well as 26 several new higher order models that take into account an object's capacity for agency (i.e. its 27 ability to move voluntarily) and capacity to experience the world. We show that early brain 28 responses are best accounted for by low-level visual similarity of the objects; and shortly thereafter, 29 higher order models of agency/experience best explained the brain's representation of the stimuli. 30 Strikingly, a model of human-similarity provided the best account for the brain's representation 31 after an initial perceptual processing phase. Our findings provide evidence for a new dimension of 32 object coding in the human brain -one that has a "human-centric" focus. 
MEG Experimental Procedure 109
For the experimental task, participants completed eight blocks of 398 trials (3184 trials in total). 110
Within each block exemplars were presented for 100 ms, with a random inter-trial interval ranging 111 between 750 and 1000 ms. The eight blocks were collected in a single session totalling 112 approximately one hour of MEG recording time. Stimuli were presented in a predetermined pseudo-113 randomised order, such that for each trial, the preceding and following images had an equal 114 probability of being from any one of the 12 object categories. The ordering of the 8 blocks was 115 pseudo-randomised across participants. 116
Across trials, object images were manipulated in two ways to reduce the effects of low-level 117 stimulus properties on our data. Firstly, a left-right flipped version of each image was included in 118 the stimulus set, resulting in a total of 240 stimuli from 120 object images. Secondly, during image 119 analysis: these included the first and last trial of each block, as well as 288 repeat trials that were 126 added for the attention task (see below). 127
128

Attention Task 129
During the experiment, participants completed a one-back attention task, where they were required 130
to press a button whenever an object image was repeated consecutively. Participants received 131 feedback about their accuracy on the task at the completion of each block. The mean accuracy 132 across participants was 87.38% (SD = 7.28%), with an average reaction time of 535 ms (SD = 51 133 ms). Due to a malfunction of the response button during the experiment, accuracy and reaction 134 times were missing for one of our 24 participants, as well as for one out of the eight blocks for each 135 of two further participants. These participants were still instructed to perform the task and were 136 unaware that the button was not recording their responses. 137
138
Display Apparatus 139
Participants lay supine in the magnetically shielded recording room. Using an InFocus IN5108 140 projector situated outside the chamber, stimuli were projected onto a mirror, which reflected the 141 image onto the ceiling, located approximately 113 cm above the participant. The total screen area 142 was 20x15 degrees of visual angle (DVA). Throughout the experiment the screen background was 143 held at a mean grey, and subjects were instructed to fixate on a black central fixation point 144 (diameter of 0.1 DVA) that was always present. All stimulus locations were within a 6.9 DVA 145 square, centred on the fixation point. Each stimulus consisted of a 256x256 pixel image (containing 146 the segmented colour object) that was drawn to a 4.9x4.9 DVA square. Stimuli were presented one 147 at a time, in one of four locations aligned with the upper left, upper right, lower left, or lower right 148 corner of the 6.9 DVA square. A central square of 150 pixels (2.9 DVA) was common to all four 149 stimulus locations. All stimuli were drawn as full colour segmented objects against a mean grey 150 background (as in Figure 1 ): the same mean grey as the screen outside the stimulus location. Upon 151 stimulus presentation, a 50x50 pixel (1x1 DVA) white square simultaneously appeared in the 152 bottom right corner of the projection, which was aligned with a photodetector attached to the mirror 153 to accurately record the stimulus presentation time in the MEG recording. The experiment was run 154 on a Dell PC desktop computer using MATLAB software (Natick, MA) and the Psychophysics 155
Toolbox extensions (Brainard, 1997; Kleiner, Brainard, & Pelli, 2007; Pelli, 1997) . 156 157 MEG Data AcquisitionMEG data were recorded in the KIT-Macquarie Brain Research Laboratory 158 using a 160-channel whole-head axial gradiometer (KIT, Kanazawa, Japan). Continuous data were 159 acquired at a sampling rate of 1000 Hz, and were band-pass-filtered online from 0.03 to 200 Hz. 160 MATLAB (2013b, Natick, MA) was used for all processing and statistical analyses of the data. 161
Offline, we down-sampled the data to 200Hz and epoched each trial into an event with a time 162 window from -100 ms to 600 ms relative to stimulus onset. To reduce the dimensionality of the 163 data, we applied Principal Components Analysis to the epoched data from the 160 gradiometers, 164
and retained the first n components that accounted for 99% of the variance. The number of 165 components retained for each participant ranged from 14 to 72 (Mean = 34.21, SD = 18.90). 166
167
Classification analysis For each participant, we used linear discriminant analysis to classify 168 object/exemplar identity at the single trial level, training and testing classifiers on their ability to 169 discriminate every possible exemplar pair of the 120 object images. We used cross-validated 170 classification accuracy as a measure of how dissimilar the patterns of brain activity were for one 171 exemplar compared to another (Nili, et al., 2014) . We did not attempt to model the effects of spatial 172 position or left-right flip in our classification analysis, but instead used a single data label (the 173 object identity) for data obtained from both the standard and left-right-flipped versions of the 174 stimuli, as well as all four stimulus presentation locations. By including data from all variations of 175 the stimuli, we sought to force the classifier to generalise beyond lower-level visual features, (such 176 as the presence or absence of stimulation at a given location in the visual field), and instead use any 177 neural correlate of object identity. These modifications to the stimulus presentation would have 178 introduced extra noise into the signal across trials, so would tend to reduce classifier performance 179 relative to unvarying stimuli, but they allowed us to better target higher-level object representations. 180
For each time-point, we trained and tested a separate classifier to discriminate each pair of exemplar 181 identities from the PCA components. We used a 10-fold cross-validation procedure, where the 182 classifier was trained on data from 90% of the trials and then its accuracy was evaluated using its 183 performance when classifying the remaining 10% of the data, so that the classifier was never tested 184 on data that were included in the training set. This process was repeated 10 times, so that all trials 185 were used as test data once each. D-prime (d') was used as the metric for classification accuracy. between their MEG response patterns is stored in a Representational Dissimilarity Matrix (RDM).
189
An RDM is created for each time point from the MEG data.
RDMs used for model testing (B-D). 190
Model axes refer to all 120 image exemplars (grouped by category in the same order as Figure 2A . The HMAX and Jaccard silhouette models were included to test for the effects of low-level 217 stimulus properties on the similarity/dissimilarity of neural responses, as measured using classifier 218 object in terms of the pixels that the image occupies (Jaccard, 1901) . We generated the model RDM 227 by comparing the overlapping silhouette regions of two images at a time and obtaining a measure of 228 the difference. This model was generated based on the standard orientation of each stimulus (i.e., 229 not flipped), independent of location. 230 231
Contemporary models of object representations (Figure 2, models 3-9) 232
The contemporary models were created based on organisational structures proposed in previous 233 studies, with the term 'contemporary' used to highlight that these reflect current theories of object 234 that grouped all animate and inanimate objects separately (implying that objects within these 238 groupings were more similar to each other, and more dissimilar to objects in the other grouping). The living category included the same items as the animate category but with the addition of plants. 242
Cluster models (4 and 6): The animal cluster model (model 4) is a single-category model that only 243
grouped all animate objects together, suggesting that animate objects will be more similar to each 244 other, and more dissimilar to all other objects, but that inanimate objects will not cluster. The living 245 cluster model (model 6) follows the same principle, but grouping all living objects together. The 246 cluster models were created to determine whether the effect of the dichotomy models was driven by 247 cohesion within the in-group alone (i.e., animate, living), with more disparate object representations 248 in the out-group category (i.e., inanimate, non-living) (Clarke & Tyler, 2014) . so were of interest given the inclusion of toys and robots in our stimulus set. As such, the 253 faces/bodies model is single-category model, grouping together all object categories that had faces 254 or bodies, including all animate objects, as well as robots and toys. 255
Category model (model 8):
The category model was included as a measure of category 256 individuation, as it proposes that items within individual categories have distinctly related patterns 257 due to common visual and semantic properties, and these patterns are more different to those of 258 objects from other categories (Clarke & Tyler, 2014) . This model grouped each individual category 259 as being more similar to within-category items and more dissimilar to other categories. 260
Continuum model (model 9):
The continuum model is a graded model based on the animacy 261 continuum proposed by Sha et al. (2015) . The continuum included a gradient of similarity between 262 object categories that varied along a dimension related to biological classes, such that categories 263 more similar to humans (biologically), would have more similar activity patterns, and those more 264 dissimilar to humans would have activity patterns more similar to inanimate objects. For this model, 265 plants were included on the continuum as they are a biological category and were represented on 266 the continuum between invertebrates and inanimate objects. All non-living inanimate objects were 267 treated as a single category, most dissimilar to the human category. 268 269
Behavioural-rating models (Figure 2, models 10-17) 270
The behavioural-rating models include the agency/experience models (models 10 -16) and the 271 human model (model 17). These models were created by obtaining behavioural ratings of the 272 stimuli according to a specific question (detailed below). A total of 325 Amazon's Mechanical Turk 273 workers residing in either the United States of America or Canada, completed one of the eight 274 surveys online (number of participants per survey ranged from 40 -43). Participants included 146 275 females (1 other, 1 no response), and had an average age of 35.27 years (SD = 10.26, range = 18. Surveys for models 10-16 were based on a subset of the mental capacity surveys used in Gray et al. 290
(2007), which vary as to how much they loaded onto the author's 'Experience' and 'Agency' 291 factors that were established in their study. The seven agency/experience models were based on the 292 results of these surveys. The 'Human' survey (17) was added to address a meta-representational 293 idea of categorization, that of "human-ness": a complex factor which may encompass biology, 294 agency, and visual similarity. Each survey required participants to rate all 120 images on a 7-point 295 scale from 'Not at all' to 'Very much so' in response to the specific question. Each survey took 296 approximately 10 minutes to complete and participants were financially compensated for their time. 297
The surveys were created and administered using the Qualtrics online survey platform. For each 298 survey, participants provided voluntary consent and basic demographic information before 299 completing the survey. Participants were only allowed to complete one of the eight surveys 300
To construct the models based on agency and experience (shown in Figure 2 
Model intercorrelations (Figure 2E) 312
As the models we used in this study were not orthogonal, we measured the degree of overlap by 313 performing correlations (Spearman) between each of the models (see Figure 2E) . By evaluating the 314 strength of these correlations, we obtained an estimate of how much the models overlap in terms of 315 the hypotheses being tested. Of particular note, the behavioural-rating models based on the agency 316 and experience factors from Gray, et al. (2007) and the human model we created were all highly 317 correlated (see clustering in Figure 2F MDS plot of the representational geometry): this was not 318
surprising as these models all capture slightly different aspects of similarity to humans. 319
In this study, we aimed to select stimuli that were visually diverse within each subcategory, to 320 minimise the extent to which visual similarity would produce seemingly 'categorical' patterns of 321 results. The model correlation data suggests that our stimulus set provided good separation of visual 322 similarity and object category, since few models correlated with the visual feature models. 323
Importantly, this should minimise the contribution of low-level visual similarity when we evaluate 324 our hypothesis driven models. Exceptions to this included the animal cluster, category, and 325 faces/bodies models, which each showed a significant correlation with one, or both of the HMAX 326 and Jaccard models. This suggests that despite our stimulus diversity, there was still greater visual 327 homogeneity of exemplars within the category groupings in these models than between category 328 groupings. This means that, particularly for the animal cluster, category, and faces/bodies models, 329 any correlation between these models and the observed pattern of classifier performance could be 330 driven by low-level visual similarity rather than by the higher-level category structure represented 331 by these models. 332
333
Results
335
Decoding object exemplars from the MEG recordings 336
We scanned participants using MEG while they viewed 120 object stimuli and applied multivariate 337 pattern analysis to the MEG sensor recordings at each time point, measuring how well the 338 classifiers could decode the stimulus the participants were viewing. To study the brain's 339 representation of the objects at each time point, we ran the decoding analysis for all possible 340 pairwise combinations of the 120 object stimuli. These data were used to create a set of time-341 varying RDMs identical in size to model RDMs (Figure 2) . 342
We first confirmed we could decode the objects from the MEG recordings. Figure 3A provides a significant account for the data using a Kendall's Tau-a correlation (one-tailed t-test, 360 adjusted for multiple comparisons across time points using a FDR of q < .01). 361 displacement of the images to reduce the influence of low-level stimulus properties. The low-level 384 models were generated using only the standard orientation of each stimulus at a fixed position, yet 385 could still predict the data after these transformations, affirming the importance of low-level visual 386 similarity in the initial representation of the stimuli. 387
Contemporary models: Intermediate processing emphasizes faces and bodies 388
A wide range of theoretical models have been proposed to account for the brain's higher-order 389 representation of objects. We tested how each of these models could account for the brain's 390 emerging representation of the objects (Figure 3B-D ). The models we tested included a range of 391 categorical models (e.g., animate versus inanimate), as well as a biological continuum model (Sha 392 et al., 2015) . We assessed their explanatory power using RSA and found that the models produced 393 varying results. Starting at approximately 100ms, the face/body category model had the most 394 explanatory power. Notably, the two other models with the early peaks (animal-cluster and 395 faces/bodies) were among those showing significant overlap with one or both of the low-level 396 feature models (see Figure 2E ), suggesting that low-level visual similarity may have contributed to 397 the earlier onset and high peaks for these models. At approximately 300ms, there appeared to be a 398 transition in the representational structure. Here, the faces/body model, which was the best 399 performing model in the early period (100-200ms), has declined and the biological continuum 400 model increased its performance to have comparable explanatory power to the faces/bodies model. Higher order factors such as human similarity and agency are known to influence human perception 408 of objects (Gobbini et al., 2011; Gray et al., 2007) . To assess these attributes, we collected 409 behavioural ratings for the stimuli about various higher order attributes (e.g., capacity to experience 410 pleasure), to generate a new set of models. We then tested whether these models could account for 411 the brain's emerging representation of objects ( Figure 3D ). Across the behavioural-rating models, 412 the results were very similar, which can be attributed to the high level of overlap in their internal 413 structure (see Figure 2F ). The models all show an initial peak at approximately 90ms, and then rise 414 to a more significant peak at about 245 to 280 ms. This pattern was also observed for the biological 415 continuum model, as seen in (Figure 3C) . Notably, the best performing model in the later time 416 window is the human similarity model, which is based on the question "How similar is this (object) 417 to a human?" 418 419
Human-ness and Agency/Experience models account for late representations 420
Our analysis of the models' performance in the time series broadly indicated three distinct stages of 421 processing. Early in the time series (<100ms) the low-level feature models performed the best. cluster, and Living Cluster) exhibited a distinct peak in their performance at about 180ms. Finally, 424 the higher-order models based on agency and experience, and the biological continuum model, 425
showed a slow rise that peaked about 270ms. To quantify these observations, we discretised the 426 data in three 100ms time windows (0-100ms; 100-200ms; 200-300ms) in which we compared all 427 model performances. Figure 4 shows the results of the windowed RSA analysis. Below each plot 428 are visualisations of the representations at each stage constructed by projecting the data into two 429 dimensions using t-SNE (Maaten & Hinton, 2008) . 430
To compare the models, we conducted a series of t-tests between all pairwise models to 431 assess between-model performance in each of these time windows separately (adjusted for multiple 432 comparisons across time points using an FDR of q < .01). In the early time window (0-100ms), the 433 Jaccard (shape) model had the highest correlation ( Figure 4A ). In the second time window (100-434 200ms), the low-level models (Jaccard/ HMAX) still performed well; however, the face/body 435 category model was the best performing model ( Figure 4B ). In the final time window (200-300ms), 436 the low-level models (Jaccard/ HMAX) were among the worst performing models; and the human 437 similarity model was the best model overall ( Figure 4C) . Notably, the humanness model 438 outperformed the faces/bodies model, suggesting that the organisation of neural representations 439 The embeddings were computed using t-SNE (Maaten and Hinton, 2008) . The distance between 448 two points in this embedding reflects their neural dissimilarity. 1997; Thorpe et al., 1996) . In terms of the model ranking, it can also be seen that the all the 455 agency/experience models have good fits with the data, performing close or better than to the 456 face/body category model and continuum model. capacity to account for neural responses to a diverse range of object stimuli. In addition to these 469 contemporary models and models based on low-level visual similarity, we created new theoretical 470 and behaviour-based models. To test the predictive power of these models, we included novel 471 stimuli that did not conform to the typical categories, such as robots and toys. Our results showed 472 that the best performing model overall for late stage processing of objects was one based on the 473 broad concept of human-similarity. Sha et al. (2015) , as it represents a type of human-similarity continuum 505 (see also Thorat, et al., 2019) . However, unlike the animacy continuum that is based on biological 506
classes, the human model was not limited by biology (Gobbini, et al., 2011 ; Tong, Nakayama, 507
Moscovitch, Weinrib, & Kanwisher, 2000) . Results from an fMRI study by Gobbini et al. (2011) 508 are also consistent with a level of cross-over between animate/inanimate object categories that does 509 not fit into this dichotomy, nor a continuum based on biological classes. The authors compared 510 human observers' perception of human faces and robots and found that robots evoked activation in 511 areas associated with faces (though to a lesser extent than humans), while also activating object 512 areas and areas associated with mechanical movements. This supports the idea of more a complex 513 model of object categorisation that incorporates factors such as agency and human-related 514 experiences. Given the relative strength of our human-centric model in accounting for the data, the 515 idea of "humanness" as an important dimension in the neural representation of objects warrants 516 further exploration. 517
Our best performing human-centric model likely encompasses a complex set of features, 518 including both visual and conceptual factors. In our study, we did not impose a definition or any 519 criteria against which people should rate the objects when asked 'How similar is it to a human?' 520 (with responses from this survey used to generate the human model). Accordingly, we do not know 521 which features people were using to rate object 'humanness', raising an interesting area for further 522 (2016) showed an overlap between regions sensitive to the perceived threat of animals and those 527 associated with social cognition, highlighting the importance of agent-related dimensions to object 528
processing. 529
Presently, we still do not have a clear understanding of how different semantic concepts 530 relate to object representations and category structure. A recent model attempts to explain the neural 531 representation of object attempts using a multidimensional framework (Martin, 2016) . In this paper, 532 the author suggests that neural patterns associated with objects are formed from complex interactive 533 circuits based on a range of systems throughout the brain, including those associated with action, 534 perception and emotion. This idea shifts the focus away from models based on categories, with a 535 view to a more holistic approach to object representations that considers interactions between 536 various circuits throughout the brain. In this multidimensional framework, it is essential to 537 recognize that no single feature or attribute could be able to fully explain the richness of the brain's 538 (multidimensional) representation of objects (see e.g., Thorat, et al., 2019) . Recent fMRI studies 539 have sought to identify principle axes of object representations in the brain (e.g., Connolly, et al., 540 2012; Sha, et al., 2015; Thorat, et al., 2019) . In the present study, we show that the human 541 similarity provided the best account of late stage processing, highlighting "humanness" as a key 542 feature in the human brain's representation of objects that shapes our experience of the world. Computing resources. The authors declare no competing financial interests. 549 550
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